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ABSTRACT 

The issue of reading on electronic devices is getting important as the popularity of mobile devices, such as cell phones or 

PDAs, increases. In this study, we used the spatial summation paradigm to measure the spatial constraints for text detection. 

Four types of stimuli (real characters, non-characters, Jiagu and scrambled lines) were used in the experiments. All 

characters we used had two components in a left-right configuration. A non-character was constructed by swapping the left 

and right components of a real character in position to render it unpronounceable. The Jiagu characters were ancient texts 

and have the same left-right configuration as the modern Chinese characters, but contain no familiar components. Thus, 

the non-characters keep the components while destroy the spatial configuration between them and the Jaigu characters 

have no familiar component while keep the spatial configuration intact. The detection thresholds for the same stimulus size 

and the same eccentricity were the same for all types of stimuli. When the text-size is small, the detection threshold of a 

character decreased with the increase in its size, with a slope of -1/2 on log-log coordinates, up to a critical size at all 

eccentricities and for all stimulus types. The sensitivity for all types of stimuli was increased from peripheral to central 

vision. In conclusion, the detectability is based on local feature analysis regardless of character types. The cortical 

magnification, E2, is 0.82 degree visual angle. With this information, we can estimate the detectability of a character by its 

size and eccentricity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Reading is one of the most common ways of communication in a modern society. With the advance of computation 

and communication technologies, the issue of reading on electronic devices is getting important as the popularity of mobile 

devices, such as cell phones, PDAs, eBooks and tablet computers, increases. On the one hand, it is desirable to pack as 

much information as possible in a limited space offered by a small display. On the other hand, small text may impair the 

legibility of vital information on a small display. Hence, it is desirable to find a way to balance the amount of 

information available and the legibility of text in a display. 

Our purpose is to construct a model for evaluating the reading performance. Here, we used a spatial summation 

paradigm to measure the certain spatial constraints for text detection. The spatial summation paradigm has been used to 
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estimate the spatial extent of the receptive field of pattern detectors [1-3]. In a typical spatial summation experiment, the task 

of an observer is to detect target stimuli of various sizes. In general, the target detection threshold decreases with the target 

size to a certain value. Beyond this critical size, there is little, if any, further threshold.   

Both the critical size and the slope of threshold reduction also depend on the spatial extent of the target detector. 

Suppose that the target is sufficiently small and it lies completely with the receptive field of the smallest detector. As the 

target size increases, it would simply increase the areal overlap between the detector and the stimulus and generate a 

proportional increase in the response of the detector. Under the assumption of linear receptive field, the threshold decreases 

proportionally with the target size and thus has a slope -1 in log-log coordinates. This reciprocal relationship between the 

threshold and the target size is also called Ricco’s law [1, 4]. As the size of the stimulus increases beyond that of the 

smallest detector, the further increase in target size produces no further response increment in that detector. However, the 

stimulus may produce a response in other mechanisms also monitored by the visual system. Thus, further summation 

capability can still exist for a mechanism that pooling responses from these monitored channels. Suppose that the number 

of the monitored channels, and thus the size of the attention window, is the visual system is independent of the target size. 

The larger target should produce a response in a greater number of channels within the attention window and thus reduces 

the uncertainty in the system [5]. Tyler and Chen [5] showed that the signature of such uncertainty reduction effect is that the 

target threshold should decrease with target size with a slope of -1/2. Finally, when the target size is even larger than that of 

the attention window of the system, the threshold would be constant regardless the further increase in target size. Hence, 

the corner between the proportions of the summation curve with slope -1 and -1/2 denotes the size of the receptive field of 

the smallest target detector while the corner between those with slope -1/2 and 0, the size of the attention window.  

In this study, we used Chinese characters as stimuli. It is known that over 90% of characters are compounds, 

comprising two or more constituents called components. Each component in turn is composed of different strokes. To 

perceiving a character, a reader has to identify strokes, components and the spatial configuration of a character [6]. We are 

interested in how the strokes, components, and the spatial configuration of a character affect the character perception 

 

Figure 1. Examples of the stimuli used in the study. a) real-character; b) non-character; c) Jiagu 

character; d) scrambled lines. 
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near detection threshold. We thus used four types of (real characters, non-characters, Jiagu characters, and scrambled 

lines) as our stimuli. All characters we used had two components in a left-right configuration. The real characters had the 

left component for the meaning and the right component for the pronunciation of a character (Figure 1a). A non-character 

was constructed by swapping the left and right components of a real character in position (Figure 1b) to render it 

unpronounceable. Thus, while the local structure of the character components was intact, the spatial configuration between 

the components in a character was destroyed. Jiagu characters were ancient texts found on archaeological sites excavated 

since the late 19th century (Figure 1c). They have the same left-right configuration as the modern Chinese characters, but 

contain no familiar components. For modern readers, Jiagu characters were just a combination of two unintelligible 

pictures. That is, the non-characters would keep the components while destroy the spatial configuration between them and 

the Jaigu would have no familiar component while keep the spatial configuration intact. The scrambled characters 

(Figure1d) were also used here to establish a baseline. If there is no specific mechanism for characters, we should find the 

same contrast thresholds for all character types. If there is a specific character mechanism and the function of this 

mechanism is to analyze the familiar components of a character, the detection thresholds for the real and non-characters 

should be lower than that for other types of characters. If the mechanism responses to the purely spatial configuration of a 

character, the detection thresholds for the real and Jiagu characters should be lower than that for scrambled lines. 

In addition to the issue of the specific text processing in visual system, we are also interested in the eccentricity effect 

for text detection. Researchers found that it is much harder to identify a letter when it is presented in the peripheral vision 

field than when it is presented in the central vision field, even the stimuli were scaled by cortical magnification factors [7, 8]. 

They suggested that different lexical mechanisms might be involved in central and peripheral vision during reading 

processes [8]. However, Pelli, et al. [9] found that observers’ ideal performances for detecting a letter or a word were not 

affected by eccentricity. Thus, in this study, we presented written words at different eccentricities and varied the size of the 

text to compare the spatial summation of the text mechanism at central and peripheral vision. 

2. METHODS 

2.1 Observers  

Three observers (KCH, LYL, and ST) participated in the study. KCH is an author of this paper and the other two 

observers were paid observers and naïve as to the purpose of the study. All observers are native Mandarin speakers and 

have corrected to normal (20/20) visual acuity. 

2.2 Stimuli  

Figure 1 shows examples of the stimuli used in the study. The real characters were randomly selected from the 1500 

most frequently used characters of the 5,656 frequently used characters in the Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus [10]. The 

non-characters were selected from the norms prepared by Hue and Tzeng [11]. The non-characters were, on average, rated 

5.4 for “character-likeness” a 7-point scale (1: most like a real character; 7: most unlike a real character) as reported by Hue 

& Tzeng[11]. The Jiagu characters were selected from the Digital Archive of the Oracle Bones Rubbing (Institute of History 
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and Philology, Academia Sinica). The scrambled lines were constructed by dividing the image of a character into 16 

vertical strips. Then the positions of the 16 vertical strips were scrambled. Each type of stimuli contained 60 items. The 

stimuli were presented at 1, 2, 4, and 8 degree away from the central fixation along the horizontal meridian. The ten visual 

angles of stimuli were varied from 0.8 to 9.1 degree in half-octave increments.  

2.3 Apparatus and Procedure 

The stimuli were presented on a HP P1130 (Trinitron 21” CRT) monitor controlled by a RADEON 9800 XT video 

card on a PC. The monitor resolution was1280 (H) x 1024 (V) and the monitor input–output intensity function was 

measured with a light mouse photometer [12]. The mean luminance of the monitor was 30 cd/m2. At a viewing distance of 

54 cm, each pixel on the monitor equaled 0.03 degrees in visual angle. We used a spatial 2AFC paradigm to measure the 

contrast threshold for each type of stimuli at different eccentricities. The Ψ threshold-seeking algorithm [13] was used to 

measure the threshold at a 75% correct level. The experiment was composed of four blocks (real characters, non-characters, 

Jiagu characters, and scrambled lines). In each trial, a stimulus was presented randomly presented on either sides of the 

central fixation while the other side was blank. The duration of each presentation was 100 ms. The task of the observers 

was to press a button to indicate on which side was the stimulus. Each trial had a stimulus presented in 1, 2, 4 or 8 degree 
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Figure 2. The contrast threshold for real, non-, Jiagu characters and scrambles at different eccentricities for 

observer KCH. Each panel represents different eccentricities. The spatial summation curves are fits of the 

model defined in the text. The error bars are one standard error of the means. 
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away from the central fixation. The order of presentation within a block was randomized and the order of blocks was 

counterbalanced across observers. Feedback was provided via an auditory cue for both correct and incorrect trials. The 

observers were asked to focus on the center fixation point during the entire experiment. There were four threshold 

measurements and 40 trials for each threshold measurement. The contrast threshold values were the average of four 

threshold measurements. 

3. RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows the contrast threshold for all types of stimuli at different eccentricities for observer KCH. The results 

of the other observers were similar. In each panel, the blue circle, green square, pink triangle, and red triangle denote real 

characters, non-characters, Jiagu characters, and scrambled lines, respectively. The smooth curves are fits of the model 

discussed below.  

When the target size was small, the detection threshold of a character decreased along with the increase in its size 
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Figure 3. The detectability for different eccentricities for observer KCH. Each panel represents each stimuli type. 

The spatial summation curves are fits of the model defined in the text. The error bars are one standard error of the 

means. 
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with a slop -1/2 (indicated by the dashed curves in Figure 2) on log-log coordinates up to a critical size at all eccentricities 

and for all stimulus types. Beyond this critical size, there was little, if any, improvement in detectability as character size 

further increased. Both threshold and the critical size for spatial summation depend on eccentricity. The character type has 

little effect on detection. While the threshold for Jiagu characters may seem slightly lower than the thresholds for the other 

character types, this could be due to the imbalance of contrast energy for different types of characters. After all, Jiagu were 

originally written with knives on bones and shells. For same overall character size, the strokes of Jiagu were wider than 

those of modern characters that were designed to be written with pens on papers. Hence, at the same Michaelson contrast, 

the contrast energy for Jiagu was still greater than the other types of characters. This result suggests that our visual system 

may analyze local features of characters, and such a mechanism is not affected by familiarity and spatial configurations of 

a stimulus.  

Figure 3 replots the data from Figure 2 to show the effect of eccentricity for each type of stimuli. In each panel, the 

blue circle denotes the data collected at 1 degree eccentricity; green square, 2 degree; pink triangle, 4 degree, and red 

triangle, 8 degree. Again, as the target size increased, the threshold decreased to critical size and then leveled out. For all 

types of characters, the threshold was increased with eccentricity. When the small target size was smaller than the critical 

size, the threshold for stimuli presented at 8 degree eccentricity was about 10.3 to 11.2 dB, or 3.3 to 3.6 times, greater than 

that at 1 degree eccentricity. When the target size was beyond the critical size, the threshold for stimuli presented at 

peripheral vision was about 5 dB to 7 dB, or 1.6 to 2.3 times greater than that at central vision. For all types of characters, 

the critical size increased with eccentricity. This suggests that the receptive field of the detection mechanisms increases 

with eccentricity. 

4. DISCUSSION 

4.1 Summation model 

As we discussed earlier, there are three possible types of spatial summation that can be distinguished by the slope of 

the summation curves. When the target size is smaller than the receptive field of the smallest text detector, the threshold 

decreases proportionally with the target size and thus the summation curve would have a slope -1 in log-log coordinates. 

When the target size is within the attention window of the system, the threshold decreases with the increase in target size, 

with a slope -1/2 on log-log coordinates. Finally, when the target size is larger than the size of the attention window, the 

threshold would be a constant regardless the target size. Thus, the summation curve would have a slope 0. We thus 

combined three possible types of summation with a fourth-power summation operator that provides for smooth 

transitions between the segments of the curve [5] to fit our data. That is, the thresholds θi for a character stimulus were fit 

with an equation: 

θi = ((s1i‧A-1)4+(s2i‧A-1/2)4+s3i
4)1/4                          (1) 

where the subscript i denotes the character type, the s1i, s2i, and s3i are relative weights of the three summation segments. 
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The area of A is computed as ω2, where ω is the width of the character stimuli. The smooth curves in Figure 2 and 3 are the 

model fits. The root mean squared error (RMSE) of the model fit was between 1.29 to 1.53 dB for all stimulus types. This 

is only slightly larger than the mean standard error of measurement, which ranged from 0.53 to 0.66 dB. This model 

accounted for 98.3 % of all variation in the data. That is, this model virtually accounts for all the systematic variations in 

the data.  

 This model can be simplified even further. The summation curve at the smaller target size, as shown in Figure 2 and 

3, actually had a slope -1/2 as indicated by the dashed curves in the figures. Hence, we tested whether a reduced model with 

s1=0 can fit the data. That is, the thresholds θi was fitted with  

θi = ((s2‧A-1/2)4+s3
4)1/4                                     (2) 

The goodness of fit for Equation 2 is similar to that for Equation 1. The sum of square error (SSE) pooled across 

observers increases from 75.33 for Equation 1 to 75.36 for Equation 2. This difference is not significant (F(1,22)<0.01, 

p=0.999 >.05).  

4.2 The size of the detection mechanism and the eccentricity effect  

As discussed earlier in the paper, the intersection between the proportions of the summation curve with slope -1 and 

-1/2 denotes the size of the receptive field of the smallest target detector while the corner between those with slope -1/2 and 

0, the size of the attention window. Since there is no -1 slope segment in our summation curve, we can conclude that all our 

stimuli were larger than the size of the smallest text detector. The width of the attention window, ωT can be derived from 

Equation 2 as.  

ωT =[(s2/s3)2]1/2                                                  (3) 

Figure 4 shows ωT  averaged across three observers for different character type and eccentricity. Since there is no 

further improvement in detectability when the stimulus is greater than ωT, we will call it the critical size for text detection. 

In general, the size of the attention window increased with eccentricity regardless of stimulus types. The critical size 

increased 4.23-fold from 1 to 8 degree eccentricity. The relationship between the critical size ωT and the eccentricity E can 

be described by  

ωT = ωT0 * (1+E/E2),                           (4) 

where E is the eccentricity of the stimuli, ωT0 is the estimated critical size at the fovea and E2 controls the cortical 

magnification factor. E2 and ωT0 were free parameters to be estimated. The E2 parameter is used to represent the rate of 

change of the variable of interest as a function of eccentricity [14-16]. We found the cortical magnification, E2, on average, is 

0.82 degree visual angle. The results were consistent with the finding of Levi et al.[15], in which the E2 was 0.68 for 

identifying the acuity of alphabetic words.  
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In the study, we found that character type had little, if any, effect on detection. That is, neither familiarity nor spatial 

configuration plays a role in text detection. This result is actually consistent with the previous reports suggesting that 

detectability is based on local feature analysis [9, 17-19]. Here we further shows that the text detection is limited by the size of 

the attention window of the system [5].  

4.3 Crowding effect 

Crowding, generally defined as the impairment of target detection around neighboring stimuli, is known as 

interference between objects, such as faces or written words [20-22]. The thresholds for all types of character stimuli were 

decreased with increases of the target size. Furthermore, the contrast threshold was greater in the periphery (eccentricity of 

8 degrees) than in the fovea. The results seem inconsistent with the findings of Levi, Hariharan, and Klein [23], and Pelli, 

Palomares, and Majaj, [24], who stated that the letter detection was not affected by crowding. This inconsistency could be 

due to the different mechanisms of the “external crowding” and the “internal crowding” [19, 25]. In Pelli et al.’s [24] study, 

crowding effect was measured by the critical spacing among letters in the periphery, which is termed as “external 

crowding”. In our study, the detectability for text in the periphery was affected by the interaction of features within a 

character, which is termed as “internal crowding”, similar to Zhang et al.’s [25] finding. A possible explanation for the 

internal crowding is the interference of components in a character [25]. However, we need more studies to understand the 

mechanism of internal crowding for character perception. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we investigated the detection performance of displayed text as a function of text-size and retinal 
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Figure 4. The ωT across three observers. The error bars are one standard error of the 

means.  
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eccentricity. We measured the contrast detection threshold for various types of text stimuli (real, non-, Jiagu, and 

scrambled lines) at different sizes and presented at different eccentricities. When the text-size is small, the detection 

threshold for all types of characters decreased with the increase in its size, with a slope of -1/2 on log-log coordinates, up to 

a critical size at all eccentricities and for all stimulus types. Beyond the critical size, there was little, if any, improvement of 

text detectability as text size further increased. That is, the detectability is based on local feature analysis regardless of 

character types. Furthermore, in general, the size of the attention window increased with eccentricity regardless of 

stimulus types. The cortical magnification, E2, on average, is 0.82 degree visual angle. With this information, we can 

estimate the detectability of a character by its size and eccentricity. 
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